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What is a
™
Development Wheel ?
Development Wheels™ are a unique, popular resource, which offer information,
ideas and guidance in an easily understood and accessible format to
support parents, carers, families and professionals.
The wheels are written by practitioners, authors and specialists in their ﬁeld.
This ensures that they meet the needs of not only parents and carers, but also
practitioners, teachers, health visitors, childminders, students – in fact almost anyone
working in early years, education, child development, health and family support.
For instance, recognising that no two children develop in the same way or do things
at the exact same time, the Early Years Development Wheels carry suggestions on
what the child might be able to do and tips on how you might help in their development.
Currently there are 26 titles within the portfolio, with further titles and subjects being
considered, researched and under development. The current wheels include
a range of early years education titles, health information, family support subjects
and other useful information subjects.
Produced as a long-lasting, easy to use reference guide, each section within a
Development Wheel is easy to refer to, and because they are also ‘wipe-clean’, they’re
great for using with children, sharing with others and for storing for future use.
Our standard Development Wheels™ are about 230mm diameter, so they are easy to
carry around. The inner part of the ‘wheel’ is rotated to reveal the section you need to view,
with information on both sides of the ‘cut-out’ window on the front and back of each wheel.
Our larger Super-size practitioner Development Wheels™ are 440mm diameter
and are also long lasting. They hold much more detailed information to
support practitioners and other professionals within a setting, children’s centre
or group. The ﬁrst Super-size Development Wheels available are the
three Early Years Foundation Stage wheels. This set contains all of the information
contained within the 48 page DEVELOPMENT MATTERS booklet.
The information contained within this pack provides more information on all of our
wheel titles to help you decide which ones are right for you as well as information
on some of our other support resources.
If you might have an idea for a new Development Wheel or if you would like to contact us,
we are on email at: info@developmentwheels.com
Development Wheels™ are covered by our trademark™ and produced under copyright©
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